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Introduction

The unexpected and dynamic shift of digital pedagogy during the post-COVID-19 era has emphasized the critical dialogic teaching transformation from conventional to online learning. Although the virtual classroom is not a new trend for higher education, the implementation of online learning is becoming popular in a shift of formal and non-formal academic contexts due to its flexibility option and cost-cutting benefit (Bearman et al., 2022; Goldenson et al., 2022; Wood, 2021; Zhao et al., 2022). While this phenomenon promises convenience, this trend has another crucial consequence. In the current Indonesian digital pedagogy trend, all levels of educational parties, including early childhood education, primary education; lower secondary education; higher education and tertiary context, have been encouraged to learn how to use online learning modality as a part of the dialogic teaching process. This includes the use of virtual meeting room and blended learning platforms for online synchronous and asynchronous classes, respectively. Masalimova et al. (2022) report that students’ learning focus, satisfaction, critical thinking ability development, engagement, and motivation have become educational issues during online distance learning in the developed countries before the COVID-19 era.

Drawing attention that social aspects (García-Carrión et al., 2020), specifically socio-emotional values (Delahunt, 2018; Delahunt et al., 2014) highly contribute to a successful egalitarian dialogic classroom, this study aims to report Indonesian educators’ best practices implementing the principles of dialogic teaching (Alexander, 2018) in an online context during
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the post-COVID-19 era by considering four critical socio-emotional connection aspects: transformation of pedagogical content, learning interaction, sense of community, and teacher’s identity in online dialogic classroom setting. This present study attempts to enhance the practical knowledge of how two Indonesian teachers challenged socio-emotional dimensions under dialogic teaching constructions in online teaching across educational level contexts. In addition, it also contributes to a critical evaluation of how the organisational teaching form cannot be separated from social and psychological construction. Thus, we attempt to answer the following research questions:

1. How do teachers transform pedagogical content into online dialogic classroom dialogue?
2. What learning interaction are teachers building into their online dialogic teaching?
3. How is sense of community formed in the online classroom?
4. How is teachers’ identity formed in the online classroom?

**Literature Review**

Social isolation during online distance learning has been connected to emotional mood and motivation to follow virtual meetings. As mentioned by Domitrovich et al. (2017) and Ragusa and Crampton (2018), social emotion, sense of connection and social identity in community learning affect students’ achievement. However, the current dynamic situation toward technology development requires teachers to reframe to address the concept of connection or belonging across time and social spaces (Gravett & Ajjawi, 2022). Delahunty et al. (2014) define socio-emotional connection as personal emotions and values that socially connect to the learning process. They propose three aspects of socio-emotion: learning interaction, sense of community, and identity formation.

Further, Delahunty et al. (2014) reported that the limited physical presence in the online learning context, through social construction, has changed active learning interaction and influences the sense of belonging in the community. Since there are many negative emotion and problematic technical issues during online distance learning, the negative identity formation toward online class is predicted to be the result of low learning interaction and separation of a belonging sense in the community learning. If the key principle of education is students’ engagement in the learning, socio-emotional aspects in the dialogic online teaching urgently need careful consideration.

Students’ engagement in the learning context is highly dependent on the role of teachers in establishing the perceived joint interaction and shared understanding. Peel (2021) summarizes that the multiple teaching roles of teachers are (a) design a meaningful learning, (b) manage learning, (c) scaffold learning, (d) adjust learning support, (e) build relationship for learning, and (f) expand practices. All teacher’s roles are under the umbrella of Alexander’s dialogic teaching framework (Alexander, 2018), which is classified into five elements: (a) collective, (b) reciprocal, (c) cumulative, (d) supportive, and (e) purposeful.

Studies in the dialogic teaching online, particularly during the post-COVID-19 era, investigate several aspects such as students’ identity and agency (Bearman et al., 2022), students’ emotion during video conferencing (Okabe-Miyamoto et al., 2022), virtual homeroom focusing on the number of students influencing dialogic teaching process (Goldenson et al., 2022), teachers’ identity construction through dialogical self-reflective study (Stenberg & Maaranen, 2021), teachers’ innovative strategies to build dialogic teaching (Yu et al., 2021), and teachers’ online feedback practices (Fine et al., 2022). The previous
studies presented above have examined dialogic education and its implication on teachers’
teaching strategy and students’ psychological barriers.

To extend empirical research on the evaluation of dialogic teaching in online distance
learning, studies focusing on the socio-emotional connection in the view of teachers’ best
practices need to be undertaken. Moreover, there are dilemmas faced by the teachers in that
there is a big challenge to transform the lesson content to dialogical communication with the
students (Hammond, 2016). The unexpected shifting in the classroom context has made the
dilemma more problematic. Christensen et al. (2022) also state that the shift of the basic
pedagogical condition from on-site to online learning has been a main factor behind teachers
being less motivated to teach since they are less adaptive to the educational and technological
change.

Methods

Research Context and Design

The purposive sampling of this seven-month fieldwork was to focus on exploring
teachers’ best practices of how they build pedagogical adaptation in an online distance learning
context theorized in dialogic teaching and socio-emotional perspectives with three
considerations: (1) dialogic teaching faced certain challenges and limitations; (2) socio-
emotional dimensions were often neglected within online learning; and (3) the authors worked
intensively to conduct lifelong learning and sustainable professional development for
Indonesian educators including teachers and lecturers. Additionally, the goals of this present
study concurred with those educators after a preliminary discussion with the participants
concerning technology limitations, technical constraints, and teaching job market. Therefore,
we gained relatively easy access to the participants in order to undertake an interview study.

The nature of the study was phenomenological, seeking to understand the subjective
dialogic teaching experiences of educators and the meaning they attributed to those experiences
of an online teaching phenomenon. A phenomenological study was deployed for this study
because we aim to capture the richness and depth of the participants’ experiences, emotions,
perceptions, and meanings associated with the online dialogic teaching phenomenon and
related socio-emotional aspects. Practically, the semi-structured interviews were chosen to
collect the data from the recruited participants because it allowed participants to freely express
their experiences and perspectives (Newman, 2016).

Participants and Informed Consent

Before the empirical fieldwork conducted, the authors had a Zoom-meeting with two
Indonesian English teachers from a public school and of a private course, and two Indonesian
English lecturers, explaining an informed consent form sheets to them. We asked them to
carefully read and sign off the consent form as a means of guaranteeing the confidentiality of
all data and its exclusive utilization for publication intentions. They also retained the right to
withdraw from the study. An English private course teacher and an English lecturer in a private
university who was also an owner of a private English course agreed to voluntarily participate
the study. These two research participants were regarded sufficient in a phenomenological
study because of three considerations: (1) it offered saturation, depth and richness of data as
two participants provided a substantial amount of data, offering multiple perspectives and a
diversity of experiences; (2) it provided intensity and focus which we focused on exploring the
depth and richness of individual experiences rather than generalizability to a larger population,
dedicating more time and attention to each participant for valuable insights into the
phenomenon of interest; and (3) it managed resource constraints in which we ensured that the study could be completed within the available resources.

The authors or researchers, coded as RC, conducted interviews with all participants. All recruited participants were certified by the national teaching certification standard. Participant 1, coded as AN, was a 44-year-old male English private course teacher, owning an English private course for eleven years. He has taught in a non-formal sector for an English language teaching context in Indonesia since 2012, for K12, high schools, tertiary, and English for business contexts. AN taught Indonesian English as a foreign language (EFL) learners but also European and American English as a second language (ESL) learners. He opened his private courses online since 2017. He spoke English, Indonesia, and Javanese. Participant 2, coded as ER, was a 62-year-old male English lecturer in an Indonesian culinary private university, owning an English private course for 23 years. He has taught English for more than 30 years. ER taught young and adult learners, ranged from K12 to postgraduate students. He has taught English for Academic Purposes for EFL students in Indonesia and teaching Bahasa Indonesia for English native speakers in US and Thailand since 1990. He spoke several languages such as Indonesia, English, Javanese, Sundanese, and Thai. He experienced teaching multicultural ethnic students such as Indonesian-Chinese, Javanese, Borneo, and East-Indonesian. ER was also a part-time interpreter for international private companies and a copywriter for Indonesian national newspapers. He was an active writer from 1990 to 2015. In this study, the two participants were interviewed to gather rich, descriptive data about their perception of dialogical-based online teaching and related socio-emotional dimensions in the online classroom contexts. We recognized that these complex and multifaceted socio-cultural teaching backgrounds that the participants experienced for more than a decade shaped the ways they constructed an inclusive and effective dialogic teaching in diverse educational settings. Therefore, this consideration also supported our phenomenological study.

**Data Collection**

We mainly collected the empirical data through semi-structured interviews with the participants, WhatsApp-chats, and pre-teaching and while-teaching documents. We garnered the data through eight questions during interviews. The first five questions were related to Alexander’s dialogic teaching theoretical framework themes: collective, reciprocal, cumulative, supportive, and purposeful. The last three questions were associated with Delahunty’s socio-emotional connection: learning interaction, sense of community, and identity formation (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Interview questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Macro theme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Transformation of pedagogical content to online dialogic teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These eight micro themes would be used in thematic coding analysis. Since we used semi-structured interviews, each question relied on the participants’ stories. We followed the interview with probe questions to explore further their response for emerged findings. Interviews lasted 60 to 90 minutes on average. We took three times interviews for each participant to have depth, richness, and interpretative intent for data analysis. Interviews were taped with the participants’ consent. Researchers evaluated and edited the transcripts of every question of the interview. The interviews were conducted in two languages, Indonesian and English. Indonesian was used to have more understanding and to express some terms that cannot be identified in English appropriately. Data displayed in this research article are the translated version. In addition, teaching documents such as material booklet, teaching procedures and screenshots of online teaching moments from the participants were used to increase the trustworthiness of the study.

**Data Analysis**

We had the interview result recorded, transcribed verbatim, and presented pseudonymized. In the data analysis, we used Braun and Clarke’s (2006) thematic coding analysis to identify patterns and emerge finding themes. We familiarized the data, identified linguistic choices and the nature of conversational utterances, analyzed them based on Alexander’s dialogic teaching and Delahunty’s socio-emotional connection for triangulation theory, refined the patterns, and reported the final emerged patterns (themes) within data. The data was sorted and categorized based on repeated patterns, which referred to the research question. This coding process was conducted by the authors and achieved consensus by having discussion during coding and the interpretation process. Interview recording was coded through two layers, identifying each stage of dialogic teaching experiences. All the stages were collective, coded as [dtCl], reciprocal, coded as [dtRc], cumulative, coded as [dtCm], supportive, coded as [dtSp] and purposeful, coded as [dtPs]. Having the first layer completed, the second layer to identify was socio-emotional connection aspects that were signaled in the dialogic teaching stages. Those were learning interaction, coded as [seLi], sense of community, coded as [seSc], and identity formation, coded as [seIf]. In addition, general strategy to analyze participants’ strategy on their dialogic teaching from pedagogical content form was coded as [St]. During data analysis, we repeatedly reviewed the research questions, listened to data sets, and theoretical framework, moving back and forth between them to ensure a thorough and consistent analysis (Widodo, 2014).

Trustworthiness for analysis and interpretation in this study was done by conducting member-checking technique and triangulation. Member-checking was not only done among the authors, but also among the participants to have interpretation trustworthiness. The authors would ask participants if the data were clear and understood. These two methods are utilized to measure the data analysis accuracy (Harreveld et al., 2016). Since this present study was
philosophically rooted in the interpretative research paradigm, the data analysis and interpretation results were highly correlated to the professional correspondence between the authors and the participants. Transcription notation symbols were also given to indicate the nature of conversational utterances. The following table shows symbols indicating truncated text.

**Table 2**

*Transcription notation symbols*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Transcription notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[.....]</td>
<td>Truncated speech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[laughing]</td>
<td>Spoken while laughing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>text</td>
<td>Louder and emphasized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(x.x)</td>
<td>Pause of x.x seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>['x.x]</td>
<td>Episode and time period of recorded data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>//</td>
<td>Visualizing speech</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Findings**

Integrating Alexander’s dialogic teaching and Delahunty’s socio-emotional connection micro themes, four macro finding themes were identified to reflect the central question under study presented:

1. How do teachers transform pedagogical content into online dialogic classroom dialogue?
2. What learning interaction are teachers building into their online dialogic teaching?
3. How is sense of community formed in the online classroom?
4. How is teachers’ identity formed in the online classroom?

The four macro themes presented were: transformation of pedagogical content to online dialogic teaching, learning interaction in online dialogic teaching, sense of community building in online dialogic teaching, and teachers’ identity in online dialogic teaching.

**Transformation of Pedagogical Content to Online Dialogic Teaching**

The first theme identified reported how two participants had different characteristics of technical dialogic teaching. Technological background knowledge also explained specifically why each participant exhibited distinctive dialogic teaching technical structures. AN, for example, informed how he initiated online class because of some reasons such as business matters, time management, and teaching quality.

I had many classes in 2017 [.....] **the traffic was quite high**, I wasted a lot of time, I declined many requests [.....] How did I do this, so I can accept clients’ requests, but I didn't want someone else to handle it, (x.x) **If I could send standardized teachers to those places** [.....] online classes were the best solution.
AN preferred to use online class compared to face-to-face class. To run the business in a more effective way and a constant efficiency due to traffic congestion in the city, AN chose to conduct a Zoom class. As a businessman, he tried his best to maintain clients’ satisfaction by having a standardized teaching methodology. Furthermore, AN explained his strategy to transform content to dialogic teaching in an online context. This context implies to the economic capital factor and teaching identity formation of a teacher.

Meanwhile, having more than 30 years of experience teaching did not facilitate ER in quickly adapting with the technological knowledge. Psychological barriers have navigated several impacts such as being less proactive to learn technology and having preference to disengage with new technology. As ER stated in the following excerpt.

I was amazingly shocked, when it comes to being adapted online, (x.x). I'm actually incompetent using new technology [...] I am not ready. But I have to keep working, keep teaching [...] I used 2 methods, very traditional text namely WhatsApp and Zoom [laughing] Hoping that they would listen and watch and learn, but I'm not sure [...] when you teach 30 people, and you are busy teaching in front of the camera, you won't be able to monitor what they are doing.

ER was a senior lecturer and had a different response to online teaching during the COVID-19 pandemic compared to AN. Conventional habits of socio-cultural teaching have made it difficult for ER to adopt a new normal teaching standard. The main reasons why ER could not build online learning interaction in the way AN used were psychological barriers such as skepticism and low motivation to use technology. However, he kept trying his best because he earned money from teaching. He used the most popular instant messaging platform, WhatsApp (WA), to teach online. Although this application could not provide real-time interaction, WA could be used in addition to the traditional classroom approach and the learning management system to facilitate learners’ limitation of accessing the internet.

Dialogic teaching characteristics including collective, reciprocal, cumulative, supportive, and purposeful were identified varied since the two participants had different adaptation to the pedagogical content to online dialogic teaching. AN explained how he addressed learning task, built interaction, shared understanding, encouraged students in online classroom, and developed the distance-learning curriculum.

To engage young learners, we sing, we play games, using the fun ways to teach the material [aCl] (x.x) four people are the maximum number of students in an online class [aPs] They had to agree with my online class rules, otherwise they couldn’t join [aPs]. I created an engaged learning task where each student has to answer, has to mark, and has to write, so they had a sense of community and engagement [aSc] // In the pair-work session where all students participated, the engagement is higher [aIf] than the conventional classroom, because the majority of the class contains a lot of pedagogical content [aSp]. I have started my online class since 2017 but it was difficult for me to introduce Zoom (x.x) people be like, what is this? [laughing].

Collective stage in AN’s dialogic teaching could be identified in several ways such as engaging students who had psychological barriers with fun ways. When he successfully got students’ engagement, he continued to explore the reciprocal stage. Games were used to translate material content. He used to teach vocabulary and spelling with scrabble and anagram. He listened and responded according to students’ involvement in the activity. During the
experience building cumulatively and exploring the reciprocal area, AN claimed that purposeful teaching for digital pedagogy context should consider certain number of students and appropriate gadgets as the crucial point to support online learning which he wrote in a pre-teaching booklet (see Figure 1).

**Figure 1**
*Pre-teaching material document*

Another participant, ER used to establish pair-work, group-work, and class-work to build students’ interaction. Because he could not operate any digital application that could support the method of conventional pair-work in online class, he was confused to address interactive tasks. ER stated:

*I knew nothing about adjusting the fun games to digital ones.* So confusing, why didn't I make it digital from the start [seSc] Before online class was popular, I refused to learn educational digital platforms. In this difficult situation, I taught through pictures [asCI] // When I showed the pictures in Zoom. But, instead of being active, they said 'I can't see picture', text [laughing] I feel there is a kind of psychological barriers [seSc] I refused to develop online teaching [asSc] I don't want to learn [seSc] (x.x) […] perhaps (x.x) the problem lies in my inability to understand it. But we can't blame the tool, but blame me for not being able to do science [seIf].

Mechanical reasons such as poor internet connection and unreliable device to use Zoom class made the traditional strategy such as showing pictures in Zoom difficult to conduct smoothly. ER recognized that he should push students in responding to his teaching; otherwise they did not pay attention. Although traditional learning system was still used in online class, ER carefully prepared a well-structured sample of sentence to teach syntax. To encourage students in this difficult situation, ER tried to engage and support students by correcting their mistakes without negative judgment. ER dialogic teaching in WhatsApp-chat document:
10:45 – ER : Please focus only on the lesson.
10:46 – Student of ER 1 : Ok sir
10:46 – ER : NOW, please write a short text about yourself. Here is the example:
10:46 – Student of ER 2 : I have lived in Kupang since childhood...
10:47 – ER : Wait for my example…. Hello, my name is xxx. I live in Solo, and I come from Medan. I study at M-Culinary Academy and I major in Management. I have lived in Jakarta for 8 months and I have studied in this academy for 6 months. Nice to meet you all.
10:48 – ER : Write a text like that about yourself.
10:49 – ER : Everyone must write the text, okay?
10:50 – Student of ER 1 : Hello my name is xxx, you can call me xxx. I live in Surabaya and I come from Balikpapan, East Borneo. I study at M-Culinary Academy and my major in Management. I have lived in Surabaya for 1 year, before it, I lived in Yogyakarta for 3 years. I have studied in this academy for 2 years. Nice to meet you all.
11:08 – ER : Okay, you need to learn the structure. Study your notes and don’t forget to export it to your email.

ER tried to use positive affirmation when students made mistakes. Apart from the different online dialogic teaching that he implemented, ER honestly admitted and reflected that it was his incompetency using technology that affected students’ learning interaction and sense of community learning in the online class.

Learning Interaction in Online Dialogic Teaching

Learning interaction was one of the important dimensions of socio-emotion. The interview with AN revealed that AN established a thinking and enquiry process with students through engaged learning activity and dialogic teaching such as filling blanks, giving notes and marking pictures with annotator application. AN realized that the main supportive stage in his dialogic teaching strategy was online learning with full content and learning interaction. Learning interaction played a significant contribution to students’ identity formation as they were aware of the importance of being active in online class as AN stated below.

There was once a student whose house had a loud voice from his mother, so I ended up muting [...]. We already had a class agreement in the beginning [Ps] Since that moment, the student knows that he is responsible to keep his learning environment good [If] (x.x) Instead of yelling at them one by one [Sc], I use 100% English to build L2 environment [Sp] I made a discussion worksheet with photos or screenshots of their faces like this [Cm] I set an activity practice like ‘click drag and drop’, or ‘matching’ so they are really involved [Li] // They already know the codes. [Li] [Sc] Everything can be controlled efficiently without any wasted time [Ps].

AN showed that being consistent on virtual classroom rules was the key to control the classroom running smoothly. He believed when the rules were implemented persistently without any negative emotion, students would be understood. It could be seen that technology features such as ‘mute or unmute’ components on Zoom made it easier for the teacher to avoid
distracting noise. At this point, classroom rules fostered a sense of strong community in the online classroom and students’ identities formed, knowing etiquettes of when to speak and when to listen to others. Building English for the main language in the classroom was AN’s supportive dialogic teaching to familiarize students how to use the language.

Interestingly, the way to build students’ interaction in a virtual context as well as in an on-site context with the same principles was successfully done using pictures (see Figure 2 for while-teaching activity document). The cumulative stage where students and teacher develop the enquiry process was established effectively. This stage encouraged an effective online learning interaction. He aware of their role in the online class with pictures, short-and-clear instructions. AN observed that the shorter the instructions, the easier students understood. This dialogic teaching framework gave a powerful sense of community, particularly engagement in online learning.

**Figure 2**
*AN’s while-teaching document: Using an interactive quiz*

AN's competence of transforming content to online dialogic teaching was influenced by his background knowledge. He prepared what to do by creating interactive online quizzes and using gadgets to bring the atmosphere of on-site context to an online one. He elaborated the online teaching topic with an Indonesian socio-culture and common social perspective. AN well-planned online teaching lesson plan and assessment leaned toward certain technical supports, such as pdf creator, annotator, and listening material application (see Figure 3 for while-teaching activity documents).

**Figure 3**
*AN’s while-teaching documents: Teaching with interactive whiteboard*
Being incompetent with technology did not hinder ER to craft interactive teaching. Although he could not deliver digital pictures, he tried to bring authentic pictures in the Zoom frame (see Figure 4.) ER had an alternative teaching strategy when the first plan did not work well. He had his purposive dialogic teaching way as well as the one he had in offline class according to learning goals.

**Figure 4**
*ER’s while-teaching document: Showing the picture in Zoom*

![Image of ER's teaching document]

ER developed the reciprocal teaching stage by correcting students’ mistakes. Since it was difficult to make the discussion real time, he used translation method to avoid students’ misunderstanding due to internet connection issues. When students got their confidence, they could easily share their insights and build their social connection. Knowing students’ psychological barriers, such as anxiety and hesitation, ER used non-intimidating words to stimulate students in practicing speaking as presented in the following excerpt.

I talked slower, **I made my voice being not intimidating** [a,Sp], so for example //Alright […], I am waiting, no hurry, come on speak up. Tell me about what you did last night. They said ‘Eee.. how are you sir..’ I replied, ‘You don’t say eee… but start with I […] **Let’s do it again.** // So that’s it. […] **They hesitate to talk, because they enjoy going through WhatsApp.**

Although AN and ER used different ways of teaching to build learning interaction, they had the similar voice that learning interaction could be achieved as long as the materials were well-prepared and the dialogic teaching stages were conducted clearly. Once the students enjoyed the materials, they could build a pleasant learning interaction.

**Sense of Community Building in Online Dialogic Teaching**

A sense of community building cannot be separated from dialogic teaching strategy and learning interaction. Therefore, a sense of community could also be identified along with the participants constructed dialogic teaching and learning interaction. A sense of community
played a significant role to encourage students to find their meaning to learn English as AN stated:

I always tell my students, ‘You’re studying this for today’. [aPs] [....] They (the students, adults or young learners) can’t always be as cheerful as we want them to be. If they keep silent, we make jokes [aCm] [seSc], if they are still silent or not too interactive, it means that the student’s character is like that [....] I never judge them [aSp] [seSc], because I don’t have the right to be angry. // [....] when they were being annoyed, I just muted them [aSp] [....] no need for excessive emotional expression [seSc] [....] my roles here are as a mentor [seSc] [self].

As a purposeful dialogic teaching, AN communicated with the students the learning indicators that they discussed in an implied meaning. Since young learners were easily distracted, he delivered it in a simple way. Realizing that students’ characteristics were varied, cumulative strategy was done through jokes and in fun ways. AN avoided judgmental language to negate students’ fear of embarrassment over wrong answers or negative attitudes. He knew that the ethical principle as a teacher was to guide students in using English appropriately. It could be seen that AN used a psychological approach to build a sense of community; therefore, students could easily understand their role to be disciplined and responsible in online class.

Similar to AN, ER used a psychological approach to build a sense of community. From the classroom dialogue and interaction, it could be seen that learning interaction was influenced by a sense of belonging in online learning. While students felt unmotivated through hard times, having dialogic interaction from heart-to-heart could enhance students’ learning motivation and responsibility. This strategy helped ER to answer one of the problematic issues during online teaching, for example:

I ask them, when did you start learning English, friends?... since elementary school? Was it successful? [....] Did it work? No. What are you studying English for now? To succeed or to fail? [....] [seSc] Do you have a target? Is your target the same as in high school or do you have a different target now? Because I will teach you again, teaching the same lesson you have learned [....] you can’t differentiate between ‘I forget’ and ‘I am forget’. (x.x) [....] In 3 months, your target is to do it or do you want to stay the same? (x.x) If you want to be able to, try to follow my lessons well [....] it’s up to you [....] Then, they realized. Why can’t I do the easiest things? (x.x) Finally, they can seriously join my online class [seSc].

ER called his students ‘friends,’ indicating equal power as a partner, hoping he could have a heart-to-heart interaction with them. When students had sense of their belonging to an online learning community with the teacher, they were able to have reflective dialogue which shape their cognition. Analyzing a grammatical form of sentence through repetitive-reflective dialogue could help the students construct their understanding. Although it took time to have reflective dialogue in online classroom, knowledge could be successfully transferred.

**Teachers’ Identities in Online Dialogic Teaching**

Teachers’ identities in online dialogic teaching plays a crucial role in shaping students’ socio-emotional connection in the online classroom. When teachers establish authentic relationships, communicate effectively, provide emotional support, embrace inclusivity, and
offer personalized assistance, students are more likely to develop a strong socio-emotional bond with their teacher. The following excerpt indicated how two participants performed different identity in online dialogic teaching. AN, who played multiple teaching roles for constructing effective dialogic teaching and socio-emotional connection, shared that:

Dedication. (x.x), to work with paper, and research, trial and error (x.x) this literary, video, resources, **dedication is I think the only word that represents what does it take to be a great online distance learning teacher.** I think both on-site and online have the same responsibilities […] Financial is important to support me and my research, to support my needs […] I form it as tuition, but is it affordable? It's affordable! [laughing].

Dedication as a teacher identity fostered AN to maintain the responsibility of teaching principles that also compromised a sense of online community building. It was in the way teaching materials should be appropriately used and suitable for students in an online context: although it is not the strongest predictor of meaningful online dialogic teaching, economic capital cannot be separated from the socio-phenomenon of online learning. A supporting system for successful online learning can only be provided by the latest technology and efforts from dedicated teachers.

In contrast, ER felt that the way he taught online class was successful enough, although he did not use advanced technology such as using tablets, annotator, or a stylus pen. The sense of community that he built with his students made him confident to use a written-based message platform to teach. ER stated:

**I don't know [...] if I'm successful with this technology,** very basic technology, using only WhatsApp and Zoom. But it's been two years since the pandemic and this method is still running smoothly [...] With all my capability, from the start I said, 'your class will be on two kinds of meeting, text with WhatsApp which I give you lesson, all theories, formulas, anything that you need to write, and then after that we need to practice' // [...] **If online teaching with technology is my future, now I will learn [...]** Well, the problem is I'm satisfied with a basic technology which do not need many supporting gadgets, I'm strongly enthusiastic teach the way I am. Why should I put myself in a trouble? [laughing].

ER’s teacher identity did not change even though he had to create an offline system in an online class. However, he refused to develop his dialogic teaching with more advanced technology. Although he earned money from teaching, it was not the only opportunity in this current situation. He had no interest in technological interventions. This apathetic feeling seemed the main factor influencing his online dialogic teaching strategy.

**Discussion**

We reveal four critical socio-emotional aspects within dialogic-based online teaching framework that the teachers used. In the first theme, diverse teaching backgrounds such as years of teaching experience, background knowledge, economic capital, well-being factors, and teacher identity influenced the way each teacher transformed pedagogical content to their online dialogic teaching. The proponents of dialogic teaching claim that classroom dialogue between teacher and students is an interaction process which determines successful knowledge transfer. There are five principles of dialogic teaching that the teachers need to undertake:
collective, reciprocal, cumulative, supportive, and purposeful. Both AN and ER have their unique characteristics framing the principles of dialogic teaching. While AN is highly competent in crafting dialogic teaching principles within educational technology framework, ER provides bilingual communication to develop a reciprocal process in online class due to his limited digital pedagogy competence (Alexander, 2018; Simpson, 2016). Looking at AN’s interactive teaching design and implementation, his dialogic teaching stages are in line with the six teaching roles proposed by Peel (2021), that, as a mentor, AN finds himself responsible to design meaningful learning which gives a sense of learning purpose and motivation for students. The use of interactive whiteboard media is similar to Hennessy et al. (2018) who said that the tool highly bridges students’ interactions and cognitive development. He also manages and scaffolds the learning environment through discipline and clear teaching dialogues that lead to stronger relationships with students. He also adjusts learning support such as media file and messaging platform to be easier and more flexible to use.

Meanwhile, challenges faced by ER during his online pedagogical content transformation have supported previous studies focusing on psychological issues in online class. Apart from previous studies mentioning hopelessness (Stockinger et al., 2021) and hesitancy (Jebbbour, 2022) as negative feelings toward social isolation in the post-COVID-19 situation, from ER’s responses, we identified other psychological variables such as apathy, skepticism, and reluctance as emotional attitudes toward technology development. Interestingly, while Abuhammad (2020) and Salakhova et al. (2022) find that students experience technological issues which lead them to feel hesitant in online class, AN feels enjoyment and fun with his students in Zoom class. Meanwhile, the way ER builds offline-in-online teaching strategy has been gradually accepted by students of the culinary academy institution. Although there are technical difficulties and psychological challenges, it has worked for two years. Moreover, this transformation has been suitable for his students with socio-cultural adjustments. It can be summarized that teachers’ transformation strategy of pedagogical content to online dialogic teaching changes over time according to several aspects such as digital competence, economic capital, psychological barriers, and classroom practices.

In the second theme, we report teachers’ practices on developing learning interaction corpus data analysis. While previous studies argue that physical presence is pivotal to establish learning interaction (Delahunty et al., 2014; Ragusa & Crampton, 2018), we find that AN’s student engagement and interaction are higher in online class than in an on-site context. This finding is contrary to preceding literature in a Moroccan, Indonesian, and US context reporting that students experience lack of motivation (Jebbour, 2022), enjoyment (Syahruddin et al., 2021), and intimidation (Okabe-Miyamoto et al., 2022). AN uses supportive teaching tools and designs courses in ways that successfully involve students’ participation and engagement online. He facilitates students new digital experiential connections, which is essential to learning. When students are able to edit, draw, and save their latest digital file in an interactive whiteboard in a Zoom class, the students can maintain their enacted learning process in co-constructed activity in the classroom. Interestingly, this learning interaction follows the ecological perspectives in which learners are able to co-construct their learning spaces (Damsa et al., 2019).

This finding is also in accordance with Gravett and Ajjawi (2022) in that the nature of students’ connection to the teacher’s explanation has changed from a fully formal form to informal alternative forms, framing a new-fashioned learning interaction. Students may not turn their camera on but they are still involved in classroom activities. Moreover, ER’s teaching experience when his students enjoy WhatsApp class more than Zoom class proves that students are likely to be engaging in different platforms and multiple discourse (Burford & Hook, 2019; Gravett & Ajjawi, 2022). This analysis result is aligned with (Bearnan et al., 2022) study that students’ interaction and social responses to online class are affected by entangled moments
during the learning process. Moments when they are equally engaged and involved are how they value social and relational interactions; therefore, they can build their sense of community. Ultimately, in the present digital age, educational technology conceptualizes transformative experience that leads to a more fluid learning interaction. Students’ intellectual aspects in an online context have different versions from one to another, which constructs dynamic reciprocity. Therefore, specific digital infrastructure, precise instructional course design, and teacher support should be highlighted to scaffold learning spaces.

The new-fashioned learning interaction, in this context of the study, has added a divergent sense of community and belonging in online class. Although earlier literature reports that there is a positive correlation between learning interaction and sense of community (Bearman et al., 2022; De Coninck et al., 2022; García-Carrión et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021; Trespalacios et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2022), we found a different result. We identify that learning complexity that students encounter is affected by socio-culture aspects such as home-environment during online class and learning mindset. In this study, we find that the teachers have explored a psychological approach through dialogic communication to unfold students’ challenges. Pedagogical arrangements and non-judgmental language that the teachers use stimulate students’ metacognitive monitoring in self-regulated learning. Dialogical communication has been shown by the teachers when students do not understand the lesson objectives.

While it is commonly found that school subjects may cause intimidating pressure, non-excessive emotional expression is proven to increase students’ awareness in connecting the lesson to their life goals. Supportive teaching that AN and ER employ not only builds their roles as a learner, but also their metacognitive aspects. As a result, the students learn about why they study a particular grammatical topic and how they construct their understanding into practical sentences. The behaviors patterns such as revisiting and changing their studying plans and/or strategies according to the information aligned with existing knowledge, according to Malmberg et al. (2021), are the roles of metacognitive monitoring in self-regulated learning. While Lei (2022) reports that adult learners can enhance their sense of self-efficacy in online class, we find that young learners in AN’s online class also perform similar behaviours.

Despite metacognitive monitoring behaviors, a psychological approach within non-judgmental verbal language and non-intimidating expression also facilitates students to experience well-being, a pleasant feeling and high quality of life. Students show learning engagement and metacognitive monitoring in positive feelings. This result mirrors what was previously found that teaching modality affects students’ mental health (Flores et al., 2022), and students’ quality of life (Vagos & Carvalhais, 2022). Consequently, the dialogic teaching pattern with a psychological approach that teachers use is conformingly related to students’ sense of community, behavior, and well-being in a more differing way. Although it has not been identified in detail, we can find the wellbeing pattern in the findings. To the best of our knowledge, the well-being aspect is an underexplored-research area in the previous literature of dialogic teaching.

In the last theme of socio-emotional aspects, we report identity formation that is reflected by dialogic teaching principles implemented, learning interaction, and sense of community. Based on our findings, identity formation found is generally implied in all aspects. However, we specify this dimension under informants’ reflection if they successfully transform to digital teachers. While dedication makes AN commit to maintaining teaching quality with outstanding efforts for educational purpose and see himself as a digital teacher, ER also has a highly professional teacher identity with a conventional way. ER commits to being an urban teacher who cannot be separated from the nature of conventional teaching. He sees himself as a teacher who believes in teaching opportunities in new ways; for example, with digital aids, but is still reluctant to change from the old ways that he has learned and developed for 30 years,
which encourage him to show best practice in the teaching field. He is rather disappointed that many teachers, for instance, who immediately jump to find additional skills through online teaching or digital teaching do not take advantage of the opportunities for face-to-face methods, which are also very diverse and challenging.

From this finding, it is not surprising that ER feels confused, hesitant, and reluctant because his identity is to socialize. When he does not socialize, he does not feel his identity exists. This result is in agreement with Delahunty’s identity formation theory that whenever a sense of who they are is established, so is their identity (Delahunty et al., 2014). By understanding identity formation in the dynamic online teaching situation, it helps teachers to design appropriate online pedagogical arrangements, which leads to a sense of community building among students.

**Limitations**

This study has some limitations. The small number of participants did not rigorously present generalizations. Therefore, future research should ensure a greater number of participants and explore from another perspective such as from the students’ experiences. Exploring from the eyes of students’ experiences in a longitudinal method is also possible to explore in-depth wellbeing impact and learning outcomes as a result from dialogic psychological intervention that the teachers used in the current study. Using different theory for future research such as ecological perspective would allow a closer look into not only dialogic teaching implementation but also classroom interaction between teacher and students. Moreover, exploration on students’ wellbeing through a self-report study could enrich an in-depth analysis as to what extent it is affected and how dialogic teaching interaction contributes to students’ learning outcomes.

**Conclusion and Implications**

To conclude, we report teachers’ best practices on dialogic teaching construction and socio-emotional aspects embedded in online context, a new-fashioned learning interaction toward unprecedented situation, sense of community, and identity formation. Our study theoretically and practically contributes sociocultural dimensions of dialogic teaching construction in online classroom. Firstly, dialogic teaching practices in the dynamic teaching context have been influenced by economic capital, digital competence, and psychological barriers. Secondly, this empirical study rejects the finding from previous studies that socio-emotional connection aspects could be high as long as the dialogic teaching approach was well-constructed. Teachers’ digital pedagogical arrangements integrated with psychological approach to communicate with students facilitate students to build their metacognitive competence and to experience wellbeing. Lastly, we report that identity formation that is influenced by an online class context can assist teachers in designing an interactive course design which is suitable with the students’ condition. We propose that psychological intervention should be aimed at investigating students’ wellbeing and exploring possible teaching online opportunities that may affect to positive learning outcomes. Socio-emotional aspects cannot be neglected otherwise students’ academic achievement will be at risk. In short, our findings highlights critical evaluation that social and psychological construction needs to consider dialogic teaching interaction in an academic context.
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